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chemisorption), we consider such an irreversible cooperative filling model for which exact results are available
for the (highly nontrivial) island statistics [and thus for I(q)]. We find that the (exact) integral-order beam
intensity effectively disappears at saturation (where neighboring islands are out of phase) due to a propensity
for cancellation of (a sum over) spatial pair correlations. This feature is missing not only in island-size-
broadening-model (ISBM) calculations (which neglect the interisland interface), but also in Guinier
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Ames Laboratory and Department of Chemistry, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011
(Received 4 August 1986)
We consider the angular distribution of the diffracted intensity, I(q), for systems of disordered
one-dimensional double-spaced islands with domain boundaries. Although I(q) is directly deter-
mined by the spatial pair correlations, it is often naturally reexpressed in terms of island size and
separation distributions. We analyze the effect on I(q) of various approximate specifications of the
island statistics. In particular, we highlight the approximations implicit in Guinier (-type) formula-
tions, and provide a new very accurate approximation. Motivated by the scarcity of analysis for ki-
netically limited island growth (often seen in chemisorption), we consider such an irreversible
cooperative filling model for which exact results are available for the (highly nontrivial) island statis-
tics [aud thus for I (q)]. We find that the (exact) integral-order beam intensity effectively disappears
at saturation (where neighboring islands are out of phase) due to a propensity for cancellation of (a
sum over) spatial pair correlations. This feature is missing not only in island-size-broadening-model
(ISBM) calculations (which neglect the interisland interface), but also in Guinier formations. There
is also significant interference at the half-order beams, and again Cxuinier formulations are inaccu-
rate. Determination of average island size from these beam widths, via the usual ISBM algorithm,
results in underestimation by a factor increasing to —3 as the coverage increases to saturation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Here we consider the angular distribution of the dif-
fracted intensity (in the single-scattering approximation)
for one-dimensional models of surface adsorption systems
which can be characterized as arrays of ordered regions of
"filled" sites, commensurate with the underlying crystal-
line lattice. If these regions, which we call islands (or
clusters), have superlattice spacing, then translational an-
tiphase boundaries (or domain walls) can occur between
islands of different phase. The diffracted intensity can al-
ways be determined as the Fourier transform of the (filled
site) pair correlation function (in practice, convoluted with
the instrument response function). However, for these
(partially) ordered systems, it is natural to reexpress the
diffracted intensity in terms of the island size and shape
distribution, and appropriate correlation functions for is-
land separations.
The simplest treatment, which ignores interference be-
tween islands, has been used to provide an important algo-
rithm for determination of island size and shape distribu-
tions from the diffracted intensity. If the island separa-
tion is larger than (and their size smaller than) the beam
coherence width [the island-size-broadening model
(ISBM)], then there is strictly no interference. "' Practi-
cally, however, at coverages where the diffracted intensity
is observable, there is significant interference (often be-
tween many small islands, whose size is restricted because
of kinetic limitations). Despite this, Tracy and Blakely
have proposed that, provided islands with superlattice
spacing nucleate at random sites, antiphase relationships
between them imply that interference is not important in
the vicinity of the superlattice diffracted beams. This
postulate was analyzed by Lu et al. for a one-
dimensional model with positionally correlated, but
separated, islands. The accuracy of this ISBM (nonin-
terference approximation) will be reconsidered here (for
more sophisticated one-dimensional statistics), and its as-
sociation with positive intra-island pair correlations will
be elucidated.
Guinier's formula (from x-ray diffraction theory ) ac-
counts for island interference through the introduction of
a single (average) island pair distribution function (so the
Guinier approximation is to assume independence of is-
land separation and size). In one dimension, this distribu-
tion function is typically expressed in terms of either the
"simpler" nearest neighbor (average) island pair distribu-
tion, or in terms of the prescribed island size distribution.
For the former, one uses a natural (but approximate) con
volution representation to account for all possible positions
and numbers of (average) islands between the (average)
pair of interest ~ ' For the latter, one regards empty
stretches between islands (that could be occupied) as
strings of islands of size zero, and again uses an (approxi-
mate) convolution representation to describe all possible
ways of filling a segment of the lattice of fixed length
size greater than, or equal to, zero. The accuracy of, and
improvements on, some of these approximations will be
considered here.
We now briefl discuss various possible prescriptions of
the filled site (and thus island) distribution. For equilibri-
um distributions, island formation is associated with at-
tractive interactions, and superlattice spacing is enforced
by shorter-range infinitely-repulsive blocking interactions.
Nonzero temperature thermal fluctuations produce
domain boundaries (but if attractive interactions are suffi-
ciently large compared with the thermal energy, the mean
island size may well be larger than the beam coherence
35 6004 1987 The American Physical Society
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width). One-dimensional equilibrium distributions, for
lattice gases with range n interactions, are described by
n th-order Markovian statistics. The corresponding
island distributions have been called geometric (extended
geometric) for n = 1 (n & 1). Dynamical theories of
first-order or order-disorder transitions provide one
description of the kinetics and statistics of island nu-
cleation, growth, and possible coalescence. These are typi-
cally based on microscopically reversible transition rules
satisfying detailed balance, and thus approach equilibrium
states. To describe often observed intrinsically non-
equilibrium systems characterized by distributions of
small islands (and associated with restricted mobility), mi-
croscopically irreversible models may be useful. These in-
clude diffusion-limited aggregation models (where
fractal-like islands develop), and irreversible cooperative
filling models (producing compact islands). ' ' All these
dynamical theories exhibit highly nontrivial statistics (even
in one dimension ~here the statistics mill not be Markovi-
an to any order).
A one-dimensional lattice gas consisting of double-
spaced (degeneracy 2) islands (where no neighboring sites
are filled) has been used to provide a simple model system,
incorporating domain boundaries, for many basic studies
of diffracted intensity behavior. In Sec. II, we develop
various exact expressions for the diffracted intensity in
such systems, and discuss the limitations of Guinier s for-
mula and the associated convolution representation for
the (average) island pair distribution. We also introduce a
new approximation, which avoids the Csuinier assumption
of independence of island size and separation, and which
quite accurately represents (via convolution) the distribu-
tion of gap lengths between islands (which need not be
neighbors) in terms of the island size and empty gap
length distributions. In Sec. III, we first elucidate a pro-
pensity for cancellation of (sums of) pair correlations near
saturation (where neighboring islands are out of phase).
This feature produces a dramatic diminution of the
integral-order beam intensities. We show how these
features are lost in ISBM (noninterference) and Guinier
approximations, but retained (or mimicked) in some oth-
ers. In Sec. IV, we describe an irreversible filling model
for the nucleation, growth, and coalescence of one-
dimensional double-spaced islands, where filling, o~x, of
sites is blocked by occupied nearest neighbors (NN), and
cooperatively enhanced by occupied second-nearest neigh-
bors (2NN). ' Exact solution of the hierarchial form of
the master equations' ' provides nontrivial, fully con-
sistent statistics for all coverages (or times). We use these
(rather than simpler Markovian statistics, or ad hoc
prescriptions of the islands size distribution and separa-
tions ) to compare the exact results for the diffracted in-
tensity with those from the various approximations
described above. Some concluding remarks are made in
Sec. V, and extension of these ideas to two dimensions is
discussed.
II. EXPRESSIONS FOR THE ANGULAR
DISTRIBUTION OF THE DIFFRACTED INTENSITY
For a one-dimensional L-site lattice, with lattice vector
a having N filled sites labeled by integers IJ, the single-
scattering approximation for the diffracted intensity with
momentum transfer hk is given (in terms of q =5k a) by
l(q) =lq '( g exp(iq() ) g exp( —(q(x))
l k
'g ( exp[iq(l~ —li, )]) .j,k (2.1)
S(q)=6 —6 +2 icos(q/)C(l) . (2.3)
Here C(l) is the correlation function for a pair of filled
(or empty) sites separated by l lattice vectors,
so C(l)—=P[, '„]—(P[x]) =P[ ' ]—(P[o]), where 6
=P[x]=1 P[o], a—nd P[„„](P[ ]) is the corre-
sponding filled (empty) pair occupancy probability.
If filled site distributions are naturally characterized in
terms of islands (labeled a) of uniform superlattice spac-
ing, with positions i (specified more precisely below),
sizes s (giving the number of filled sites) and scattering
factors e(a)=e(s )= g.
~
exp[iq(lj. —l )], then (2.1) is
naturally reexpressed as
I(q)=N ' g (e(a)e*(/3) exp[iq(1 —lp)]) . (2.4)
We note that typically island positions I are taken as the
centers l, but we could alternatively choose the left endsI, or right ends / . The corresponding scattering factors
differ in phase only and eI (a) =eR(a).
In describing the translationally invariant infinite-
lattice limit, here we use the coverage e, the island densi-
ty D, the average island size s„=BD ' (i.e., the average
number of filled sites), the normalized island size distribu-
tion P, [DP, gives the probability of an island with exactly
s filled sites, and s,„=g, & ~sP, (Ref. 15)], and island
pair distribution functions P„(DP, , gives the probabili-
ty for two islands, of size s on the left and s' on the right,
with positions separated by l lattice vectors). Decompos-
ing the sum (2.4) into island noriinterference (a=@) and
interference (a~P) contributions, denoted I and I'"',
respectively, yields
s„I (q)= g P, i e(s) i
s&1
and
s,„I'"'(q)= g g[e ' 'e (s)e*(s')+c.c. ]P,',
I ss'
(2.5)
where the asterisk and c.c. denote the complex conjugate.
Clearly the noninterference contribution I is invariant to
the choice of l since only
~
e (s)
~
appears. However,
the decomposition of the interference terms I'"' is affect-
Here ( ) is an appropriate statistical average, and I(q) is
normalized to units for a random distribution of filled
sites. In the infinite-lattice limit, with fixed coverage
6=NL, one obtains, for a translationally invariant dis-
tribution of filled sites,
I (q) =2m 65&(q)+6 'S(q), (2.2)
where 5&(a)= g 5(q —2m'. ), and the structure factor
S(q) satisfies
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ed. (Reference 3 is inconsistent in this respect. ) Choosing
l =l leads to P, , symmetric in s and s', with s+s'
constrained (by the finite separation 1), whereas choosing,
e.g. , 1 =l yields assymetric P, , with constrained s and
unconstrained s'. The fundamental component 2~05&(q)
of I(q) is readily recovered from the interference contri-
bution to (2.5) after noting that P, , ~DP, P, (~0) asl~ oo, that e (s)~s as q ~0, and that g, sP, =s„,
Alternatively, if, in the sum over island pairs associated
with I'"', we assign the island position of that on the left
(right) to be the right (left) end, then the interference part
of (2.4) is replaced by
I'"'(q) =N ' g (ez(a)eL*, (P) exp[iq(l —l&)]
a, P
a(P
+ ez (a )eL (/3) exp[ iq (1"——1~ ) ]),
(2.6)
where a &P indicates that island a is to the left of P. Let
DR, , be the probability for islands of size s (on the left)
and s' (on the right) to be separated by a gap of 1 lattice
vectors (which possibly includes other islands), so that
R, , is symmetric in s and s', and now s, s', and I are un-
constrained Then (2..6) can be written as
s„I'"'(q)= g g [e ' ez(s)e~(s')+c. c. )R, , (2.7)
1 s, s'
Before describing more sophisticated approximations to
these formulas, we first indicate some simple "random-
island-distribution" approximations. ' One such example
is to specify that P, , is independent of 1 (in the allowed
range) and thus equal to its asymptotic i~op value of
DP, P, . Alternatively, one could set R,', equal to DP, P,
for allowed 1. The interference terms (which include the
fundamental component) can be summed formally for
q&0 (and are nonzero). We shall say more about these
types of approximations in the Appendix.
Next we discuss the commonly used Guinier approxi-
mation, which, when applied to (2.5), assumes that the
statistical average of the product e 'q'e (s)e*(s') factorizes
(corresponding to independence of island size and separa-
tion). The choice 1 =1 is typically adopted, but we in-
terpret the approximation more generally here and obtain
for the interference term,
s,„I'"'(q)=2 g P,e(s) g cos(ql)p(l) . (2.8)
s( &1) I
Here, one has p (1)= g, , P. . . so Dp(l) is the probability
of finding (any) two islands with positions separated by l
lattice vectors [and Dp(l)~D, as i~co]. This approxi-
mation should be reasonable if the average island separa-
tion is much larger than the size, but is questionable oth-
erwise. A new quasi-Guinier approximation, applied to
(2.7), assumes factorization of the statistical average of
e 'qe~(s)e~(s') to obtain for the interference term,
s,„I (q) = g P, eR( )sg e r(l)+c.c.
s( &1) I
Here, one has r(l)= g, , R... so Dr(l) is the probability
of finding a gap between islands (which are not necessari-
ly neighbors) of 1 lattice vectors [and r(l)~D as l~ oo].
This approximation, which is undoubtedly superior to
(2.8), can be stated succinctly in terms of the factorization
R, , =P,P, r(l) . (2.10)
and that
~
e (s)
~
= [sin(sx)/sin(x)]
Furthermore, for P,', with l =l, one has I )s +s '
+ 1( )3), and with 1 =1, one has 1)2s + 1( )3), so
p(l) is nonzero for 1)3 only. Similarly, R,', is nonzero
for 1)3 only, and one has r(l)= D'P[xoo- — -oox],
where the filled sites are separated by I ) 3 lattice vectors
(- denotes a site of unspecified state).
Implementation of the Guinier approximation (2.8) typi-
cally includes specification of the (average) island pair dis-
tribution function p (1) in terms of the corresponding
function h(l) for neighboring islands, via a conuolution
representation. Specifically, let the pair distribution P, ,
be the component of P,', for neighboring islands, so that
h (I)= g...P, , is the corresponding component of p (1)
and is normalized to unity. If h„ is the nth convolution
product of h, then one typically invokes the approximate
convolution representation p (1)= g„,h„(l). This al-
lows the usual simplification of (2.8) via the convolution
result that
icos(ql)p (1)=(Fh )(q)[1—(Fh )(q)] '+c.c. ,
where (Fh )(q) = ate 'q'h(l). Note that this procedure
is not restricted to double-spaced island distributions. As
with the Guinier form (2.8) this approximation should be
reasonable if the average island separation is much larger
than the size. However, even in this regime, the convolu-
tion representation makes additional assumptions about
the vanishing of three (and higher) cluster correlations
(i.e., factorization of n-cluster distributions as products of
A more detailed discussion of this statistical relationship
is given below.
Henceforth, we shall only consider translationally in-
variant distributions of double-spaced islands, where no
neighboring sites are filled. Here we have D—:P[oox]
—:P[xoo] and DP,:P[oo—xoxo . oxoo] with s filled
sites. En general, these will depend implicitly on the cov-
erage e, which must lie in the ranges 0(8
& s,„(2s„+1) '. For distributions where
B=s,„(2s,„+I) '(=0*), the only empty gaps (of more
than a single site) are empty pair domain boundaries. We
describe these as saturation configurations (borrowing the
term from the model for irreversible cooperative filling
with NN blocking, where no further sites can fill, and so
the process has terminated, at saturation). We also note
that for double-spaced islands, one has
s —1
e (s)= g e ' =(1—e2isq)(I e2iq) —1j=0
ec(s) =e ' ~' "qeL (s),
eg(s)=e '" "et (s)=eL*(s),
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+ gg(1])P,
,
g(12)P, g(l, )+ (2.11)
where the conoolution sums are for g,.l;+ g,.(2s;+ 1)= l.I'"'(q) is readily evaluated from (2.9) once we have calcu-
lated
iqt
1 —(FP)(g)(FP)(q) ' (2.12)
where (Fg)(q) = gt oe 'qg(l), (FP)(q) = g,
Xe 'q' '+"P„and we have used (2.11) and a convolution
theorem. We remark that the form of (2.12) simplifies
considerably at saturation (where there are no empty gaps
of length greater than 2), since g (1)=5]0, and thus(Fg)=1. Here, r(1) is specified completely in terms of
the island-size distribution, which corresponds to the
nearest-neighbor (pair) domain boundary distribution
function. Consequently, this treatment reduces to (a suit-
able implementation of) the domain model of Houston
and Park.
We close this section by elucidating further the nature
of the approximation of independence of lengths of con-
secutive islands and empty gaps. For general multisite
configurations o (o') to the left (right) of xoo, this ap-
proximation is embodied in the factorization relation
P [oxooo '] =P[axoo]P [xooo'] /P [xoo]
( =P [o.xoo]P [oxooo.']/P [oxoo]), (2.13)
together with the reflected version of (2.13). Thus we
have assumed that the triplet xoo (or, equivalently, the
quartet oxoo) shields sites on one side from the influence
of those on the other (and that the same is true for the re-
flected configurations oox and ooxo). This property is .,a-
tisfied exactly for an equilibrium distribution (with NN
infinite repulsion and 2NN attractive or repulsive interac-
tions), where adjacent pairs of sites (oo, xo, ox, and xx)
shield.
In contrast, for the irreversible filling model with NN
blocking and 2NN cooperativity (see the Introduction and
Sec. IV), the shielding property is satisfied only for empty
quartets, oooo (and longer strings of empties), so here
(2.13) is not exact. ' However, for filling with
NN cooperative effects (only) creating contiguous,
. xxxx, islands (and where empty pairs, oo, shield),
the corresponding assumption of independence of lengths
of consecutive filled and empty blocks (i.e., the assump-
tion that the configurations xo and ox shield) has proven
neighboring cluster pair distributions).
Implementation of the quasi Gu-inier approximation
(2.9) requires a similar approximate treatment of r(l).
Specifically, the approximation implemented here assumes
independence of the lengths of consecutive islands and
empty gaps. As with (2.8) we must introduce an addition-
al function, here the (normalized) empty gap length distri-
bution g(l) for 1)0, where Dg(l) is the probability of a
pair of filled sites separated by l+2 empty sites. The
stated approximation implies, e.g., that R, , factorizes as
in (2.10), and furtherrgore that
r(1+3)=g(1)+ yg(l] )P,g(12)
to be quite accurate (and has been called the B approxima-
tion). ' Corresponding accuracy of (2.13) is anticipated
[and is reflected in I(q) plots following]. For more com-
plicated models of island formation, such as those incor-
porating microscopically reversible Glauber-type (adsorp-
tion-desorption) or Kawasaki-type (diffusion) dynamics,
there is no exact shielding property.
III. SPATIAL PAIR CORRELATION
BEHAVIOR AND DIMINUTION OF THE
INTEGRAL-ORDER BEAM INTENSITY
I(q=O)=I (q=O)=(s )/(s), (3.1)
where (f(s)) = g, ] ]f (s)P„so, e.g. , (1)=1 and (s)
=s„. In fact, for a typical island growth process, we ex-
pect s„and the other moments (s") of P„as well as the
ratio (s ) /(s ), to increase with 6.
(ii) A uniform filled-site distribution external to an is-
land. Using the corresponding C(l) [see Appendix, Eq.
(7)], we obtain
I(q =0)= (s ) '[(s ) —(s(2s +3) )6] . (3.2)
Here, I(q =0) initially increases with 6 like the nonin-
terference contribution, (s ) /(s ), but at saturation where
Since the most basic expression for the diffracted inten-
sity, I(q), involves just the pair correlations C(l), here we
characterize C(l) behavior and relate it to I(q) behavior
for double-spaced island distributions. We focus on the
q =0 behavior, noting that BI(q =0)=C(0)
+ 2 g t »C (1) is basically a sum over correlations
(here C(0)=P[x]—(P[x]) =6(1—6), C(1)=—(P[x])62 }
For low coverages, non-negative intra-island correla-
tions will dominate C(l). In fact, it is precisely these con-
tributions which generate the ISBM (noninterference ap-
proximation) intensity (see Appendix). Quite different
behavior is observed at saturation where a strict antiphase
relationship is enforced between neighboring, and here ad-
jacent, islands. Consider distributions with large s,„, and
thus small domain boundary concentration. Then, if pairs
of sites separated by -2l lattice vectors are not situated in
islands of the same phase, they are almost certainly in is-
lands of the opposite phase. Thus any reduction in6 'P[„„](from its small-1 intra-island value of —1)
must be compensated for by an increase in B 'P[„+']
(from -0). This implies that (since 6"= —,' ) 6 'C [„„]
= —6 'C[„+„']. See Ref. 18 for a more concise analysis
via correlation function scaling. Consequently, we expect
cancellation in the sum generating I(q =0), and thus a
small (perhaps effectively vanishing) integral-order beam
intensity.
The behavior of I(q=0) can also be analyzed more
directly for various prescriptions of the island statistics.
Here we consider both prescriptions that produce the re-
quired diminution, as well as some that fail.
(i) The noninterference approximation (ISBM). Here
there is no diminution since this approximation is associ-
ated with non-negative spatial correlations (see Appendix),
and trivially
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(s') —3(s)'I (q 0) ( ) ( ):0(1 ) (3.3)
It is possible that, for some prescriptions of P„(3.3) may
be (slightly) negative, corresponding to I(q =0) dropping
below zero just before saturation. This behavior (which is
seen in the following section for irreversible cooperative
filling) simply reflects the limitations of the assumption
(ii) in describing the statistics.
(iii) Independent lengths of consecutive islands and
empty gaps. A low q expansion of (2.9) and (2.12) pro-
6= (s ) (2(s ) + 1) ', there is significant cancellation be-
tween the terms in (3.2) and one finds
vides a straightforward evaluation of I(q=0) here. We
set (f(s) ) =—g, ~ »f(s)P„as previously, and introduce
the notation (f(l))s= gt g(1)g(l). Clearly, (1)
= (1)g—1, D(s ) =6, D((2s + 1)+ (1 )s) = 1, and, at
saturation, (1")g—0, for n ) 1. Then since
g P, ~( ) '=& )'+2q&. &(.(1—.)&+O(q'),
s( & '])
(Fg)(q) =1 iq—(l)s+O(q ),
and
1 —(Fg)(q)(FP)(q)=iq((2s+1)+(l&g) q[((2s—+1)2)+(l~) +2(2s+1)(1) ]/2+O(q ), (3.4)
from (2.9) and (2.12), one obtains
I'"'(q =0)= —46(1—6) —26(1—2i) )(1+&1& )&s'& g
+62((l )g+2(l)g+1)/(s) . (3.5)
Thus, as with treatment (ii) above, for a typical island
growth process, I(q=O) initially increases with 6 like
I (q=0)= (s )/(s ). But at saturation, there is an al-
most perfect cancellation between I and I'"', and one
finds
&. &&2. +1)' (3.6)
In the following section, we see that this formula pro-
duces very small positive numbers for irreversible
cooperative filling (even for moderately sized (s ) ).
(iv) Guinier-type approximations. Here we demonstrate
the failure of the Guinier approximation [implemented
with a convolution representation for p(l) in terms of
h (1)] to account for diminution in I(q =0). To see this,
note first that
g e(s)P, =(s) +O(q ),
s( ) 1)
for all choices of l, and
(Fh )(q) = g e 't'h (1)
= 1 iq (1 )g —1—/2q ( 1 ) p +0 (q ), (3 7)
where (f(l))~ =—gtf(l)h(l). Consequently, the Guinier
approximation yields
«'),I'"'(q =0)= —2(s ) 1—2(l )'„ (3.g)
At saturation, the moments of the neighboring island
separation distribution (1") t, can be evaluated in terms of
the cluster size distribution as follows. Choosing l =l
or 1, one obtains the saturation identities h (21)=0 and
h(21+1)=Pt, so (Fh)(q)=(FP)(q)= g e '~ '+~~qP„
and (1")t,—((2s+ 1)"). Choosing 1 =1 (more conven-
tionally), one obtains the saturation identity
h (1)= g,P P,' (summing with s +s'+1 =1) so here(Fh)(q)=[(FP)(q)] e ', with (FP)(q)= g, e "qP, and,
e g., &1&h =&2s+1), &1')& =((2s+1) ) —2((s )
—(s ) ). In either case, there is no propensity for the sa-
turation value of I'"'(q =0) to cancel withI (q=O)=& '&/&
IV. ESTIMATES AND EXACT VALUES
FOR THE DIFFRACTED INTENSITY FROM DOUBLE-
SPACED ISLANDS CREATED BY IRREVERSIBLE
COOPERATIVE FILLING
We now describe a model for the development of one-
dimensional double-spaced islands by irreversible coopera-
tive filling of sites on an initially empty lattice. Here we
assume that filling of sites is blocked by occupied nearest
neighbors, and cooperatively enhanced by occupied
second-nearest neighbors. Specifically, the nonzero filling
rates p(t)k; are taken to depend on the number i of occu-
pied 2NN and some generally time-dependent, average
precursor source density p(t). Thus, ko, which describes
nucleation, is smaller than k&, which describes island
growth; island coalescence is described by k2. Note that
the coverage (6) dependence of the statistics is affected
only by the relative sizes of these rates [p(t) just modu-
lates the time scale]. In this process, adjacent growing is-
lands either meet out of phase . . oxoxooxoxo . --
(creating a permanent domain boundary) or in phase
. . . oxoxoooxox. . . (where coalescence occurs, if k2&0,
after the center o site fills).
In the context of surface adsorption, we can think of
this model as describing irreversible, immobile (commen-
surate) chemisorption from a (highly mobile) equilibrated,
physisorbed precursor source of (spatial) average density
p(t). The cooperativity manifested by configuration-
dependent chemisorption rates could be associated with (i)
source density variations, which behave like e ~"for an
equilibrated, low density, ideal precursor [where J(r) is
the binding energy at site r incorporating interactions
with nearby chemisorbed species]; thus the density is
enhanced by attractive interactions near island edges (cf.
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FIG. 1. Coverage dependence of the average island size s„
for double-spaced islands created by irreversible cooperative fil-
ling (with NN blocking and rates enhanced by a factor of a for
each filled 2NN). Various a are shown.
0.246
0.j26
where (Fg) = gt( —1)tg(l) (and (FP) = —1), at q =7r.
(4) Guinier approximation with 1 =I; p(l) from h (1)
via convolution (GL). Here, we assume (with minimal
error) that h (1)=g (1')P„where (2s + 1)+1'=1, so
{Fh}=(Fg){FP),and use exact P, and g(l) to calculate
s„I'"'(q)= g P,eL(s) (Fg)(FP)(1 (Fg )(FP))—
+c.c. (4.2)
Ref. 19 which assumes nonactivated chemisorption at a
rate proportional to this density); (ii) activated chemisorp-
tion, where the activation energy is lowered by attractive
physisorbed-chemisorbed species interactions near island
edges (cf. Ref. 20 which neglects spatial variations in pre-
cursor density). For simplicity we make a multiplicative
choice of rates, k; o:a', where a=e ~, /3=(kT) ', and J
could be though of as the modification, per occupied
2NN, to the appropriate interaction or activation energy.
To model island-forming chemisorption, we choose at-
tractive I &0, so that a=k, /ko(=k2/kt)) l.
An exact solution of the hierarchial form of the master
equations for this model follows from a shielding property
of empty quartets, oooo, of sites. ' This property implies
that g (1 + 1)/g (1) is independent of 1 ) 2, where it equals
exp[ —ko f~'dt'p(t')]. ' The first discussion of the clus-
tering features of this model by Evans and Burgess'
showed that, at saturation (where no further sites can fill,
since no empty triples ooo remain, and 6=6' & —,'), one
has s,„=6"(1—26") ' —2(2a/vr)', for large a. This
a'i scaling of s,„also holds for any fixed coverage. 11,18
The coverage dependence of s„(for various fixed a) is
shown in Fig. 1. Exact results for the pair correlations
C(l) can be obtained straightforwardly; these exhibit
asymptotic superexponential decay on length scales larger
than O(a' ). ' ' Considerably more extensive calcula-
tions lead to exact results for the island size distribution
P„which exhibits asymptotic geometric (i.e., exponential)
decay, when k&&0, on length scales larger than O(a'i )
(
s,„I'"'(q)= g P, ett (s) e '«{Fg )(1—(Fg )(FP)) '+
S
0.4—
0.066
FIG. 2. Island size distribution for +=20: Values for the ra-
tios P, + & /P, = ,n+ 1nl„sawell as f, + & /f, are shown for vari-
ous coverages. (Here f, =P[oxox . . oxo], with s-filled sites, so
P, =f, 2f, +1+f, +2.) —The corresponding ni values are 0.0163,
0.0160, 0.0117, 0.0071, and 0.0033 (with increasing coverage).
Variation of I', +&/P, with s invalidates second-order Markovi-
an (y-type) models of the statistics (Refs. 7 and 12).
(Refs. 14 and 18) (see Fig. 2).
The following results for the angular dependence of the
scattered intensity are calculated by various methods
enumerated below in (roughly) decreasing order of accura-
cy.
(1) Exact results (E). These follow from a straightfor-
ward, exact calculation of the pair correlation, C(l) [and
thus of I(q)].
(2) Minimal factorization (M). The only approxima-
tion here is to invoke the quasi-Guinier factorization
R,', =P,P, r(l). Then we use exact P, and r(1)
(3) Independent lengths of consecutive islands and emp-
ty gaps (a B-type approximation) (B). Exact P, and g(l)
are used to calculate
c.c.~—2{s) (Fg)(1+(Fg)) ' as q~n, . (4.1)
I
This formula recovers the (accurate) q=m result of (B).
Clearly we can replace eL by ez in the first factor, i.e.,
choosing 1 =1 (GR) instead of 1 (GL) does not change
the results (by reflection symmetry).
(5) Guinier approximation with 1 =1;p(l) from
h(l) via convolution (GC). Here, we assume (with mini-
mal error) that h (1)= QP, g (1')P, , summing over(s+s'+1)+1'=1, so (Fh)=e '«(Fg)(FP) (where FP
= g, e '«'P, ), and use exact P, and g(l) to calculate
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s„I'"'(q)= QP, ec(s) 2e ' (Fg)(Fp) (1 —e 'q(Fg) (Fp) )+c.c
—2(( —1)'s)~(( —1)')2(Fg)[1+((—1)')(Fg)) '=0 as q ir . (4.3)
(6) Density correction to noninterference by setting
P(l)
~,„~=e (DC). Here, pair correlations C(l) [and
thus I(q)] are calculated using P(I),„d—0 [for which
one has I'"'( rr ) = —6] (see Appendix).
(7) Noninterference approximation (island-size-broad-
ening model) (IB). Here, I(q)=I (q), where I (q =0)
=I'(q =~)=(s')/(s).
Before proceeding with a detailed analysis of numerical
results, we make some general comments on these approx-
imations. We have included minimal factorization (M) as
a benchmark calculation to illustrate the negligible error
of the single factorization (2.10). We have noted that GL
reproduces (very accurate) B results at q=ir, but this
should not be taken to imply that the superlattice beam
intensity profiles will coincide. The GC approximation
produces quite different results for q =~ (here corre-
sponding to the poor noninterference approximation). To
understand this difference, we note that some of the phase
information, pertaining to adjacent islands, incorporated
in GL and 8 (e.g. , that they are out of phase at saturation)
is lost in GC. We also recall (from Sec. III) that neither
GL nor GC produces I(q =0) diminution near saturation,
in contrast to more accurate 8 (and M) results.
In Table I, we have displayed results for
I(q), 0(q (~, for a=20 at saturation (where s,„=8.65),
and for coverage 0=0.20 (where s„=3.87), from all of
the above formulas. (An improved version, GC', of GC is
also included where phase information is recovered by
choosing the filled site closest to the island midpoint to be
its position. ) Several points should be made: (i) E, M,
and 8 are essentially identical (i.e., M and 8 are essential-
ly exact), so below we only compare other approximations
with E; (ii) GC' is about as accurate as GL (but exhibits a
slight spurious shoulder on the superlattice beam), and is
not discussed further. Both are much better than GC
around q =sr; (iii) DC only differs significantly from IB
for q =0, where it mimics the diminution of the (exact) E
integral-order beam (in contrast to Guinier approxima-
tions); thus only q=o DC results are shown below; (iv)
GC essentially reproduces the IB superlattice beam inten-
sity profile (which differs greatly from E); GL only repro-
duces E peak intensity and not beam shape (see figures
TABLE I. Comparison of exact (F) I(q) with estimates from various approximations: minimal factorization (M), B-type approx-
imation (8), various Guinier approximations (GL, GC', GC), and density corrections (DC) to the island-size-broadening model (IB).
Here, o. =20 and results for 0=0.2 and saturation are shown.
I(q)at
0=0.2
0.0000
0.0500
0.1000
0.1500
0.2500
0.4000
0.6000
0.7500
0.8500
0.9000
0.9500
1.0000
1.9074
1.6137
1.0549
0.6364
0.2888
0.1637
0.1819
0.3834
1.0378
1.9489
3.2556
3.9655
1.9045
1.6033
1.0610
0.6451
0.2876
0.1623
0.1833
0.3853
1.0279
1.9399
3.2674
3.9705
1.9007
1.6061
1.0607
0.6448
0.2876
0.1623
0.1833
0.3857
1.0254
1.9425
3.2723
3.9610
GL
3.4380
2.4102
1.3026
0.7262
0.3116
0.1733
0.1777
0.3343
0.8424
1.6093
2.9494
3.9610
GC'
3.2854
2.0477
1.1804
0.7331
0.3202
0.1757
0.1756
0.3202
0.8683
1.7686
2.8666
3.9610
GC
3.2794
2.0316
1.1637
0.7274
0.3203
0.1757
0.1756
0.3200
0.7820
1.5350
3.3570
5.3670
DC
2.5330
1.6545
0.8454
0.4940
0.2619
0.1919
0.2166
0.3647
0.8171
1.5389
3.2645
5.1607
IB
5.3670
3.3570
1.5350
0.7820
0.3200
0.1756
0.1756
0.3200
0.7820
1.5350
3.3570
5.3670
I(q) at
saturation,
0=0.47
0.0000
0.0200
0.0400
0.1000
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000
0.5000
0.6000
0.7000
0.8000
0.9000
0.9600
0.9800
1.0000
0.0168
0.0185
0.0206
0.0211
0.0295
0.0362
0.0432
0.0550
0.0816
0.1459
0.3394
1.5002
4.6539
5.7975
6.2559
0.0344
0.0150
0.0125
0.0231
0.0284
0.0342
0.0427
0.0569
0.0839
0.1449
0.3340
1.5058
4.5984
5.9285
6.0414
0.0186
0.0186
0.0189
0.0219
0.0282
0.0343
0.0428
0.0571
0.0842
0.1454
0.3346
1.5034
4.6255
5.7993
6.2938
11.9258
6.4375
2.7212
0.5643
0.1640
0.0877
0.0639
0.0583
0.0652
0.0922
0.1847
0.7639
2.6837
4.3369
6.2938
9.~223
4.2802
1.9911
0.6187
0.1739
0.0899
0.0646
0.0583
0.0646
0.0899
0.1737
0.7069
2.9710
3.0194
6.2938
9.1101
4.2667
1.9799
0.6168
0.1739
0.0899
0.0646
0.0583
0.0646
0.0899
0.1738
0.6580
3.3933
8.1002
15.0469
—0.6052
—0.2729
—0.0480
0.0750
0.0785
0.0773
0.0799
0.0864
0.0996
0.1291
0.2154
0.6922
3.3319
7.8668
14.5591
15.0468
8.1002
3.3933
0.6580
0.1738
0.0899
0.0646
0.0583
0.0646
0.0899
0.1738
0.6580
3.3933
8.1002
15.0469
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FIG. 3. Diminution of (exact) E and DC integral-order beam intensity and the corresponding spurious increase for (noninterfer-
ence) IB and GC results, as the coverage approaches saturation. Results for o.=20 are shown. Solid, long-dashed, short-dashed, and
dotted curves give E, GC, IB, and DC values, respectively.
below); and (v) all approximations better reproduce (exact)
E results as the coverage is lowered. We shall see that
corresponding improvement does not occur as a is
lowered, while holding the coverage at a fixed fraction of
its (decreasing) saturation value.
In Fig. 3, we examine the diminution of the integral-
order beam intensity, I(q =0), for (exact) E, and DC re-
sults, as the coverage approaches saturation, as well as the
corresponding spurious increase in intensity for IB and
GC results (the latter being quite close to GL results).
Behavior is shown only for the +=20 choice of rates.
The same features are seen for other o., but with an in-
crease (decrease) of beam widths, and decrease (increase)
of peak heights, as a is decreased (increased). Note the ef
fectiue disappearance of I(q=0) at saturation for (exact)
E results, and how the DC results overshoot this diminu-
tion (producing a spurious small negative intensity, as dis-
cussed in Sec. III). In Fig. 4, we have shown E, DC, and
IB values for C(1), with +=20, at low, medium, and sat-
uration coverages. The E and DC values reflect propensi-
ty for cancellation described in Sec. III, whereas IB
values are non-negative. Behavior for other a is similar,
except that decay occurs over a longer (shorter) length
scale as a increases (decreases). '
Next we analyze, in more detail, results for the super-
lattice beam intensity profile. As one might expect, there
is no beam splitting here since the cluster size distribution
is "close to" geometric (the island size distribution must
be peaked, reflecting a nonunity preferred size, for split-
ting). ' In Fig. 5, we have shown (exact) E, GL, and IB
results for this beam profile, for the o. =20 rate choice,
and a range of coverages (IB and GC results effectively
coincide here). The same features are seen for other u,
but with anticipated changes in beam width and height
(see below). We immediately notice dramatic differences
in profile shapes, particularly in the peak height, and the
full width at half maximum (FWHM). Note that
FWHM(IB) (FWHM(GL) & FWHM(E).
Experimentally, the average island dimensions are often
estimated from the FWHM of the superlattice beam in-
tensity profile, assuming that the noninterference approxi-
mation (ISBM or IB) holds, and prescribing the class of
2, 4-
1.6-
-1
xl0
F
115 Ill
gl
/1
1,0- e
= 0.20
0.8- 0, 5
o, o-j
2 4 6 8 10
0 4 ii, lI
l I ' It
0.2-
i I I I I I I
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
SATURAT I CW
0.0
-0 2.
l I I I I t
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
FIG. 4. Exact (E) density corrected (DC), and noninterfer-
ence (IB) values for the spatial correlations C(l), with a=20, at
low, medium, and saturation coverages. Solid, short-dashed,
and dotted curves indicate E, IB, and DC values, respectively.
island size distribution. ' ' ' Wang and Lu " have argued
that this procedure works well for 0 (0.2, but that for 6
close to 0*=—, , the linear island dimension is underes-
timated by a factor of (roughly) 2. Elucidation of the re-
lationship between the corresponding estimated and exact
s„ for our model comes from analysis of the relationship
between the (exact) E and IB FWHM. Consequently, in
Fig. 6, we have plotted both E and IB values of FWHM
as a function of the s,, (since this relationship is roughly
linear, except for small s„). Here the coverage is held at
a fixed fraction of its saturation va1ue (i.e., x =0/B* is
fixed at l, —, , —, , and
~
) while a is varied (thus changing
s„, and FWHM). Note that if P, (a, B) is exactly
geometric, then it is completely determined by s„, and
FWHM(IB) (which is completely determined by the P, )
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FIG. 5. Exact (E), left-end Cxuinier (GL), and noninterference (IB) results for the superlattice beam intensity profile, for +=20,
and a range of coverages. Solid, long-dashed, and short-dashed curves give E, GL, and IB values, respectively.
0.5- EXACT (E)
~ 0.4
-0.3
depends only on s,, (and not x =6/6*). Thus variation
in FWHM (IB) with x reflects significant deviations in
P, (a,6) from geometric decay. Now consider the satura-
tion curves of Fig. 6 at various fixed FWHM. From these
we conclude that here s,, (IB) always underestimates the
exact s,, (E) by a factor of roughly 3. Similarly, for any
fractional x (at various fixed FWHM), s„„(F)/s,,(IB) .is
roughly constant (i.e., independent of a) provided s,, is
not too small, greater than unity, and decreases to unity as
x ~0 (see Fig. 7).
Here we have chosen to examine the relationship of the
FTHM to the average island site without site weighting,
s,, = g, sP, = (s ). This average (being determined by lo-
cal quantities) is particularly easy to calculate, and has
also been used in similar studies. ' ' One could argue that
it is more appropriate to use the average with site weight-
ing s„=(s )/(s)[=I (q=0 or ~)]. However, in the
large island (here, large a) regime, the island size distribu-
tion becomes universal in the variable s/s, „(for each
fixed 6/6*) thus s,„and s„become proportional, and
the results stated above for s„also apply for s„.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSION
TO TWO-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS
We have considered the diffracted intensity I(q) for
distributions of disordered one-dimensional double-spaced
islands with domain boundaries, and a variety of (approxi-
mate and exact) characterizations of the island statistics.
Explicit comparisons were made for a model of (kinetical-
ly limited) island growth via irreversible cooperative fil-
ling where the highly nontrivial statistics [and thus I(q)]
can be exactly determined. The limitations of Guinier-
type formulas (often assumed exact) are demonstrated,
and an alternative essentially exact formula is provided.
Diminution and effective disappearance of the integral-
order beam intensity is observed as the coverage ap-
proaches saturation (for exact results) Physi. cal insight
into this behavior is provided by examining spatial corre-
3, 0
U
O.l
M3N- I Nt ERFERH4Z (IB) 2.0
0.0 0.1 0.2
I
0.5
I
0.6 0, 7 0, 8
FICi. 6. Exact (E) and noninterference (IB) values of the
FWHM of the superlattice beam as a function of s„., ', where the
coverage is held at a fixed fraction, x =0/O(sat), of its satura-
tion value (and a is varied changing s,. „and the FWHM). Re-
sults are shown for x =1,
~, —, , and 4 (solid, long-dashed,3 I 1
short-dashed, and dotted curves, respectively).
1.0~
0 j./0 1/2 5/4
X = 8/8(sat}
FIG. 7. The ratio s,,(E)/s.„{EB)of the exact s,, to that es-
timated from the island-size-broadening model (noninterference)
algorithm, as a function of' x =e/e(sat). (The value given is
for sufficiently large islands that the ratio is effectively con-
stant).
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lation behavior at saturation, where neighboring (adjacent)
islands are out of phase. The exact FWHM for the super-
lattice diffracted beam is shown to differ substantially
from that calculated assuming no interference between is-
lands (the ISBM), as well as from that calculated using
Guinier formulations. The ISBM algorithm for estimat-
ing the average island dimension from this F%'HM is
shown to underestimate the actual dimension by a factor
which increases to roughly 3, as the 6/e' increases to
unity (i.e., saturation).
Translation of the above results to two-dimensional
(surface) systems is obviously of prime practical impor-
tance. Here the island-size-broadening model (neglecting
interference between clusters) is often invoked, e.g., to
determine average linear island dimensions from the
FWHM. Just as in one dimension, we can determine
non-negati ve intra-island pair correlations,
lime oe 'C(1) (for filled sites separated by I lattice vec-
tors), associated with this model. First, this quantity is
calculated, for islands of a given size and shape, as the
number of pairs of filled sites separated by I lattice vec-
tors within such a single island, divided by size. Then one
averages over all island sizes and shapes (weighting by
size). The formula (2.5) [and its approximately reduced
form, (2.8)] clearly immediately extends to two dimen-
sions. With a little more thought, (2.7) and (2.9) can be
extended. (Here we might define the gap vector I between
islands to lie on the line between their centers, or to con-
nect island perimeter sites closest to this line; these are
natural choices for convex islands. ) However, simple
development of convolution representations for island pair
position separation (gap vector) distributions, p (I) [r (I )],
is not possible. The following disussion is for C(2X2) is-
lands.
Since the integral-order beam intensity I(q=O) is again
as a sum over spatial pair correlations C(I), propensity
for cancellation of these for "adjacent" I should again re-
sult in diminution of I(q=O). 2' Such cancellation is ex-
pected near saturation [where adjacent C(2X2) regions
must be out of phase) from arguments analogous to those
for one dimension. The C(1) from two-dimensional com-
puter simulations of the formation of C(2 X 2) islands via
irreversible cooperative filling (with NN blocking and
enhanced "growth" rates for occupied next-nearest neigh-
bors) display this feature (see Table II). ' Such cancella-
tion is also readily seen in the (probably inaccurate) densi-
ty corrected form of the ISBM CII) [cf. Appendix, exam-
ple (ii)].
For well-separated islands (with prescribed superlattice
spacing) of regular shape, naturally defined average
(linear) sizes are presumably determined reasonably accu-
rately from the ISBM algorithm. As the coverage in-
creases and impinging islands merge, if in phase, or form
domain boundaries, if out of phase, a pattern of inter
penetrating and nested regions of different phase develops.
[See Ref. 18 for the saturation state of C(2X2) islands
grown by irreversible cooperative filling. ] One can define
a (percolation-theoretic) average spanning or connectivity
length for these domains, ' but this quantity is not ex-
pected to correlate strongly with pair correlation (and thus
diffracted intensity) behavior. Alternative descriptions
include focusing on domain-boundary locations, or con-
TABLE II. Two-point spatial correlations, C(1), for C(2&2) islands formed by irreversible cooperative filling with multiplicative
rates (enhanced by a factor of a for each occupied next-nearest neighbor). Here 1=(lz, l, ) where lI, (l, ) denotes the horizontal (verti-
cal) separation [and C(l, i') =C(l', I)]. Simulation results are shown for a=20 and 8=0.2 and saturation (ten trials on a 400 X400
periodic lattice).
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
—0.0400
0.0809
—0.0220
0.0387
—0.0108
0.0173
—0.0048
0.0071
—0.0018
0.0024
—0.1930
0.1514
—0.1166
0.0889
—0.0677
0.0506
—0.0378
0.0277
—0.0202
0.0145
0.1065
—0.0288
0.0542
—0.0151
0.0254
—0.0071
0.0110
—0.0030
0.0041
—0.0010
0.1860
—0.1454
0.1132
—0.0870
0.0659
—0.0497
0.0368
—0.0271
0.0196
—0.0141
0.0662
—0.0188
0.0338
—0.0095
0.0156
—0.0044
0.0064
—0.0018
0.0022
0.1319
—0.1040
0.0809
—0.0620
0.0466
—0.0349
0.0256
—0.0186
0.0133
0.0395
—0.0115
0.0200
—0.0057
0.0090
—0.0027
0.0035
—0.0011
0.0909
—0.0718
0.0557
—0.0425
0.0318
—0.0236
0.0172
—0.0124
0.0227
—0.0067
0.0112
—0.0034
0.0048
—0.0016
0.0018
0.0610
—0.0481
0.0372
—0.0283
0.0211
—0.0156
0.0113
e=0.2
0.0124
—0.0038
0.0059
—0.0019
0.0026
—0.0010
Saturation
0.0401
—0.0316
0.0243
—0.0184
0.0137
—0.0100
0.0065
—0.0020
0.0030
—0.0011
0.0014
0.0259
—0.0203
0.0156
—0.0118
0.0087
0.0033
—0.0011
0.0016
—0.0008
0.0166
—0.0130
0.0099
—0.0074
0.0017
—0.0008 0.0008
0.0008 —0.0007 0.0003
0.0105
—0.0081 0.0064
0.0061 —0.0048 0.0037
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sidering averages (1„) of quasi (-one-dimensional)
(-1D) domain lengths (for various one-dimensional cuts
through the lattice). Simple (y-type) models, which
neglect domain-boundary interactions (implying 1D Mar-
kovian disorder and a geometric distribution of quasi-1D
domain lengths), have been used extensively. ' ' ' These
reduce to a 1D form in certain principal directions for
which the corresponding l„and superlat tice beam
FWHM are simply related. ' However, the accuracy of
such y-type models should be questioned [even for one-
dimensional processes where the natural choice of
second-order Markovian (extended geometric) statistics
for double-spaced islands ' ' implies s-independent
P, + i /P„contrasting Fig. 2.]
Future work will consider this FWHM-l, „relationship
for more complex island —domain-boundary statistics
(e.g. , from irreversible cooperative filling). The l,„with
length weighting is expected to be most appropriate, but
for strongly clustering (large 1,„) systems, this quantity is
simply related to the average without length weighting.
(Detailed scaling studies of the latter local quantity are
available. "' )
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APPENDIX: SPATIAL PAIR CORRELATIONS
FOR THE NONINTERFERENCE APPROXIMATION
{ISBM)AND VARIOUS RANDOM AND NONRANDOM
ISLAND DISTRIBUTIONS
For distributions of double-spaced islands (with no
filled neighboring sites), we calculate the pair correlations
C(l) in terms of a specified coverage 8, a normalized is-
land size distribution P„and (various approximations for)
conditional probabilities P(l)
~,„~ of finding a filled-site
1( ) 3) lattice vectors from the (specified) end of an island.
Here the P(l)
~,„z are assumed to be independent of island
size, and thus are given by P[x- -oox]/P[oox], where
I lattice vectors separate the filled sites.
As an intermediate step, it is convenient to calculate the
conditional probabilities P(l)
~, ;„,„~ of finding a filled-site
1( )2) lattice vector from another site specified to be both
filled and in an island of size s. The appropriate formulas
are
I
P(1)
I s-isinna=s (s 1/2)+ g P(1') I end
I
=s ' g ¹P(l'}~,„qI'=3
for even 1 (2s, (Ala)
1
=s-' g¹
I' =1—2s +2
for odd 1 & 2s + I, (A lb)
for 1 ) 2s + 1, (A 1c)
where sums gt, are restricted to even I —1'. We have
obtained (Al) by simply averaging over contributions
from all sites in the s island; the first (coverage-
independent) term in (Ala) comes from where both filled
sites are in the s-island. Finally we calculate the pair oc-
cupancy, P(l)—:P[„„],for filled sites separated by 1( ) 2)
lattice vectors, using
8 'P(l) =s,, gsP, P(1) ~, ;„,„
s&l
(A2)
8 'C(1)=s,„'-gsP, C(1-)
~„„,„, .
s&1
(A3)
The decomposition of I(q) corresponding to (A3) is writ-
ten as
I(q) =s,, ' g sP,I, ;,i,„z(q) for q~0 .
s&1
(A4)
Below we consider the C(l) associated with various
prescriptions of the P (1)
~,„z. First the choice
P(l)
~,„~=0, associated with the low coverage regime, is
shown to recover the ISBM (noninterference approxima-
tion) I(q). Next we consider two heuristic specifications
of P(l)
~,„z corresponding to "random island-type distri-
butions. "' Then we examine the consequences of assum-
ing only independence of lengths of consecutive islands
and empty gaps, which implies that
It is also appropriate to introduce the spatial correla-
tions C(l)
~,„z=P(l) ~,„q—8~—0, as l~oo. Then, from
(1), it follows that the correlations C(l)
~, ;,i,„z
P(l)
~, ;,i,„—~ 8 vanish as l~ oo, as do the pair correla-
tions C (1)= P (1)—8, which can be expressed as
I I /2 I 2kp(1+3)
~,„~= g P[xoxox . oxoo-- . . oox]/P[oox]k=0 t+3
I I/2 I 2s —2k —2 2kQP[ooxox x6xox oxoo--. . -oox]/P[oox]
k=Os&k I+3
I I /2 I
r(l —2k+3) QP, ,
k=0 s&k
(A5}
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where I c ) is the integer part of c. We also examine the
propensity for cancellation of consecutive C(I), with in-
creasing coverage, in some of these prescriptions.
(i) The low-coverage regime (and the noninterference
approximation). Here we neglect the P(I) I,„d and other0 (6) terms to obtain
«I)
I s-island P(I) I s-island
-s '(s —I/2) for even I &2s,
-0 for other l . (A6)
=s 'sin (sq)/sin (q),
recovering exactly the ISBM I (q). We have therefore ob-
tained a characterization of the non-negative spatial corre-
lations, C(1), associated with this approximation. Fur-
thermore, since only terms in (A3) with I even and s & I/2
contribute, it follows that the noninterference C(I) decay
like P1&2 as l~ oo.
(ii) A uniform filled-site distribution external to an is-
land. Here we set P(I) I,„d ——6, for all I ) 3, which from
(3.1) leads to
C(1) I, ;,i,„d ——s '[(s —I/2)(1 —6)—6] for even I (2s,
Using (3.3), these non negat-ive C(I) I, ;,i,„d generate non
negative finite limo o6 'C(I). They also correspond (as6-0) to
s —1
I, ;,i,„d(q) = 1+s ' g (s —k)cos(2kq)k=]
(s —II/2I —1)P, 6. (A8)
s & I I/2I
Clearly, here P(I) I,„d becomes depleted from its asymp-
totic value of 6 when I becomes comparable with (and
drops below) roughly 2s „[note, e.g., that P ( 3 ) I,„d
=P(4) I,„d D=6—/s, „]. This results in a reduced pro-
pensity for cancellation of successive C(I), as 6 increases,
compared with the previous model. We note that I(q)
here can be calculated, either from the C(I) associated
with (8) or more directly from (2.9) after setting r (I)=D. —
(iv) Independent lengths of consecutive islands and
empty gaps. Here, P(I) I,„d is calculated from (A5), and
we use (2.11) to evaluate r (I) in terms of g (I) and P, . It
is instructive to consider the form of P (I) I,„d in more de-
tail at saturation, where from (2.11) we have
r (2l + 3)=5t,o+ g
l+ + 2k+l—
r(21+4) =Pi+ g
k&1sl+ . . - +S2k ——1 —k
P, P,
,
P,
,„. (A9)
6= —,' —O(s,„')]. These C(I) still decay like Ptrz, asl~ m).
(iii) A uniform island gap distribution. Here we assume
that r(I) =D—'P[xoo . .—.-oox], with filled sites separat-
ed by I( ) 3) lattice vectors, always equals its asymptotic
value of D. Then, from (A5), we immediately obtain
I I /2 I
P ( I +3) I,„d D—g
k =OS&k
= —s '[(s —I /2) 6+6/2)
=0 for I ) 2s + l .
for odd l (2s+1,
(A7)
Then substitution into (A5) yields
I
P(2l+3) I,„d—1 —g P, +O(P ),
s=1
1
P(21 +4) I,„d= g P, +O (P'), (A 10)
In contrast to the noninterference form, (6), these correla-
tions alternate in sign. Furthermore, it is clear that con-
secutive I values of C(I) I, ;,i,„d for large s, and thus of
C(1) for island size distributions with large s„,will have
an increased propensity for cancellation as 0 increases
[canceling to within O(s,„) at saturation, where
where the number of quadratic (and higher-order) terms
in the P, increases slowly with I. The propensity for con-
secutive P(I) I,„d to sum to unity (at saturation) leads to a
propensity for cancellation of consecutive C(I) I, ;,i,„d for
large s [as follows from (1)], and thus of consecutive C(I)
(for P, with large s„).
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